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What would you do if the sexy, mysterious stranger you met by chance turned out to be a celebrity?

Catharine Wild is about to find out.

Quinn Bailey is one of the best quarterbacks in the country, and the instant he lays eyes on pretty little Cat
Wild, he can’t resist her.

When the sexy football star comes aboard the flight attendant’s plane, her life takes a drastic turn. Mile-high
courting and an intense pursuit to win her heart are just the beginning.

Attention, fame—even, public scrutiny find their way into the mix. 

It should be simple, right?
Wrong.

Because, in the end, not everyone wants to see the small town girl find love with the superstar.

Good thing Quinn Bailey knows how to win.
Game on, baby.

From the New York Times & USA Today bestselling author of TAPPING THE BILLIONAIRE comes a
hilarious and sexy standalone about chance encounters and finding true love.
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From Reader Review Wildcat for online ebook

Pauline (Passionate About Books) says

"She's so... everything. I have never met a more perfect woman."
Grab your vertigo tablets and take this airborne romance which will touch your heart so deeply. When the
All-American-Football Idol/quarterback Quinn Bailey sets his eyes on the caramel, delicious, shy and super
cute flight attendant Katharine Wild, sparks begin to light up a blazing fire! A beautiful, healthy, whole love
affair begins... a magical connection so unique, they perfectly complement each other... two halves of a
whole. But uncalled for petty prejudices by others seem to put a dark cloud over their romance... adding
obstacles they struggle to tackle. A magnificent story about overcoming racism, annoying paparazzi's and
insane working schedules. 5 Heart-Warming Stars for Quinn Bailey... the man who could score a touchdown
with our hearts!!!

Shayna says

 “Can I kiss you, Kitty Cat?”

I’m completely, utterly, and ABSOLUTELY SMITTEN with this book! I’m a goner! I’m a puddle of
FEELS! I’m head over heels! I’m too far-gone! There’s no coming back from this! You haven’t met the
perfect book boyfriend until you meet Quinn FUCKING Bailey! That man has RUINED me for all others.
This series…these characters…the HILARIOUS banter all throughout…OMG! Ya’ll are in for one HELL of
a SEXY TREAT!

Not only did WILDCAT keep my senses on overdrive, it gave me a deeper, more profound respect for flight
attendants. And this, my friends, is where a WONDERFUL scene-stealing character named Casey STOLE
the FREAKING SHOW! There were so many GREAT characters that were scene-stealers and I didn’t mind
it one bit! I don’t think I’ve laughed this hard in quite a while, but I knew…I just knew that Max Monroe
was going to take me there. I wish I had the time to list out every single character and what I adored about
them, but that would take away from you discovering them for yourselves, and ALL OF YOU MUST
discover and devour this book!

WILDCAT is the start of a brand NEW romantic comedy series titled: Mavericks and if this is just the start
of it, I can’t wait to see what they come up with in the future, because this one right here is going to be SO
HARD to beat!

WILDCAT was a tremendously EASY PICK for my TOP FAVORITE list of 2018! And this author is no
stranger to my FAVORITES LIST, that’s for sure. I can’t wait for you to meet this set of characters,
especially Quinn and Cat. These two just melt in your mouth! They give you the hilarity, the feels, the
romance…ugh! It just has EVERYTHING you could EVER want in a romance read! And I’m not kidding
about our hero. That man is EVERYTHING! You will find no one better right now…NO ONE! Get ready to
fall head over heels in LOVE with Number 9!

 “To the rest of the crowd, she may have looked like just another fan. To me, she looked like mine.”



Brandi says

Okay, okay. I did it. I finally read a Max Monroe book. What took me so long? Hell, I honestly have no
fucking clue. Is it a lack of time? Am I afraid the books won't live up to the hype? Whatever my excuses
were in the past, I have to let them go. And I need to go find me a bad boy billionaire because after meeting
Quinn Bailey, I'm sure I'll love all of the Max Monroe books. ALL. OF. THEM.

Quinn Bailey is the greatest quarterback ever. He's gorgeous, charming, and absolutely every single thing
you could want in a man.

Catharine Wild is a flight attendant who knows absolutely nothing about football. So, when Quinn Bailey
lands himself in her first class cabin, she has no clue who he is. When she stumbles upon him again, she's
still just as clueless.

But Quinn can't hide from reality and the reality is: people know him. Or at least know of him. And that's
when Cat learns he's more than just a charmer.

This is one of those feel good books. It feels good to read it. It feels good to go on this journey with Quinn
and Cat. And this feel good book tackles (see what I did there?!) some seriously tough issues. Tough issues
such as sexuality and race.
So, yes, this is a feel good book, but you'll be asked to deal with the closed-mindedness of others.

If Max Monroe did anything with this book, it was make me feel like I could find my very own QB. And
now I have to see where this series takes me. Sean is up next and I'm more excited than I should be.

Flo Grugel says

When you think that Max Monroe cant possibly create set of characters to rival The Billionaire Bad Boys -
Kline,Thatch and Wes, hold on to your kindles ladies....Meet Quinn Bailey....sweet and a whole lot of
swoonworthy, he is my new fictional boyfriend, ticking allll my boxes! Cat is a great character who deserves
nothing but happiness and a hea. Brilliant,feel good 5 star read. I could read Max Monroe every day and
NEVER get bored. Cabt wait for the next Mavericks instalment!

Cyndi says

This one was pretty good. I could have done without the list online of his former girlfriends- especially since
it was mentioned that he hadn't had any relationships prior to the h. And after the h saw all the stuff online it
was never mentioned again. Quinn and Cat were sweet together.



✰ Bianca ✰ BJ's Book Blog ✰ says

??? ???

Quinn Bailey. Quarterback of the New York Mavericks is flying home to Alabama for a few days of family
time before the new season starts.

On the plane he meets the most beautiful and fascinating and adorable woman he's ever seen. Catharine. Cat.
She's a flight attendant. And Quinn is halfway in love before they even leave JFK.

But Cat is not really sure what to think of this mega-hottie who is constantly looking at her. And then he's
also on the same train into Birmingham!!!! And they talk for hours and it's amazing. But then she finds out
who he is. And such a famous guy could not really be interested in her, or could he?

YES HE CAN!

And the reader has an amazing time watching poor Quinn fight for his happily ever after with Cat, while also
trying not to screw up his team's chance to go to the Super Bowl!

??????????????????????????

Eeeep - finally the start of a new Max Monroe series!

I already loved Quinn & Sean whenever we saw them in the Bad Boy Billionaire series! And now Quinn's
got his own book!!! YAY!!!

And the book was amazing!

I looove football and football romances.

We're kind of more in airplanes than on the football field, but pfffft, it was still an amazing football romance!

It's so adorable how Cat doesn't know who he is and he just loves that.

Those two are so perfect for each other!



Quinn is such a great guy. I love how much he loves football and his fans and his teammates and his gay
brother. He's so flirty and fun and sweet and poor Cat can't resist him for long!

This was such a funny and adorable romance - so full of sparks and the cutest conversations and texts and all
that sexiness.... phew! But I also cried some tiny little tears here and there. There were some real serious
parts too!

I just loved reading it!

WiLDCAT was such an amazingly adorable Airplane/Football Romance! Hurry to your nearest
amazon - Quinn will be sold out in no time!!!

There's a tiny little thing I have to say I was a bit confused about. When I started reading, Cat seemed a bit
mysterious. She is 24 and just started her job with the airline. What did she do the last six years? I expected
some kind of secret, like an accident or a bad relationship or a stint in a psych ward. But in the end nothing
about those years was mentioned. College was mentioned a couple of times, but still. It felt a bit weird. As if
Max Monroe had a deeper story planned for her and then decided to not write about it.

Also - I HATE Quinn's parents!!! Horrible people!

BUT, I still loved the story so much!!!! ?

P.S. I loved Quinn's brother Denver!!!!!! He needs his own story btw!!!!!

Can't wait to read book #2 now! SEAN!!!!!

? ?
? ?

Dilek VT says

This was my first book from Max Monroe duo and I am not impressed at all...

2,5 stars but not 3.

***********************************************

The book is about the love story of an interracial couple and it begins in a very sweet way. I liked it up until



their first date. The way he pursued her until she said yes to a date was good and I really had fun. But then,
their first date came and it was awkward (in a studio painting pictures because she loves art). It ended with a
kiss. Then, their second date was even worse because as they decided it was going to end in bed, he took her
to a Mc Donald's and a car wash. !!?? And when they had their first sex, the couple lost all their charm for
me. There was nothing wrong, gross or bad about it and I don't know how I can put it into words because it is
just a feeling. I didn't like it. Maybe the easiest way to put it is to say that I thought he was bad at it :)))) And
I didn't like any time they were in bed afterwards. You know, some writers write these scenes very
successfully and some can't. The ones in this book are not written successfully in my opinion; or at least they
are not written in a way I like.

***********************************************

What comes next is the so-called plot twist. It is based on her skin color - her Afro-American roots. I just
found this plot-twist annoying. It reminded me that there may still be racist people in the world - so very
frustrating!

The media and some fans of the hero (he is a famous football player) upset her, the hero's parents upset her.
They didn't look at her or talk to her when they first met her - that was so unacceptable. Some news reports
pointed out that she wasn't his usual type. Some fans wrote awful things in his social media accounts. I got
really annoyed about it. Why would anyone make this a plot twist?

And if you ask me, the hero didn't act the way I expected when his parents and the media upset her. He said
he loved her no matter what but that wasn't enough for me. I needed to see that those awful people were
given a good lesson about racism! Nope, they all got away with it...

***********************************************

As far as safety goes, there is no cheating, no OW/OM drama so it is safe.

***********************************************

The book is long and too wordy (328 pages). It is written in dual point of view and the heroine's chapters are
better because she has a fun way of telling things. She is indeed a sweetheart! On the other hand, the hero is
not my type of hero - he is too passive in most cases.

***********************************************

All in all, the book was sometimes sweet, sometimes boring and sometimes annoying for me. In general, it
didn't work for me. That's why I am not going to continue the series as I have a feeling that I won't like
anything written by this duo.

***********************************************

Oh I forgot... I hated the dedication... Maybe it's just me but I hated it. It sounds so very superficial to me!

You know how it goes with dedications. You scan to the page, only to find that the book is once again not
dedicated to you. Not this time, (insert your name here).

Because we are the best of friends/are absolutely crazy about each other/haven’t seen each other in a long,



long time/are in some way related/have only shared a fleeting, longing glance/have the funniest
conversations/have never actually met but already know we’ll love each other… You’re
funny/funny/funny/funny… Yeah, we only really like funny people.

And this sexy, long, thick …book is for you.
(You thought we were gonna say cock, didn’t you?)

Um, I think I should have trusted my instinct and never started this book after this dedication. I felt I wasn't
gonna like the tone of the book.

"Sexy, long thick book for me!"
Pffft, is this supposed to be funny or something?

I hate it when writers define their books themselves instead of leaving it to us. Please, let me decide if it is
sexy or not. And I am answering: It wasn't sexy at all!

Alex ? says

3.75 stars

Surely the sweetest hero these authors ever wrote. Good guy.

Nice likable heroine.

But her mother was the best. I wish more girls would be raised with such attitude:

My mother would chastise me for sounding insecure. I could literally hear her voice in my
head. She’d probably say something along the lines of, “Catharine, get it together, girl. I don’t
want to hear that garbage coming from your mouth.
You are a strong, beautiful, and confident woman. Any man, no matter how famous he is,
would be lucky to have you on his arm.”

Funny (not always my kind of humor) and safe ?!

Nicole P says

Yes! Yes! A million times yes! I LOVED THIS BOOK! Gah! It's made me so darn happy. The writing duo
of Max Monroe know how to write a romantic comedy. And even better they know how to write the best
damn book boyfriend ever. The number one reason to read this book: QUINN BAILEY!!!! My god. I want a
Quinn! Where do I find one exactly like him? He was all kinds of perfect from his southern manners, to his
wit and charm, to his good looks and dirty talking ways. Not to mention he was a romantic. Gah!



He is now a platinum member of my Book Boyfriend Club.

And then there was Cat Wild. She was all kinds of adorable! Gah! And with Quinn they were all kinds of
cute.

Just go on and read this book for the good feels. You'll be as happy as I am right now.

Rachaelthebiliophile says

3.5* rounded up and possible spoilers

Quinn Bailey is the sweetest football player I've ever read. He's kind, thoughtful,considerate and everyone
loves him. Cat was a beautiful,awkward shy flight attendant and the connection between these 2 was
beautiful to read. From the moment I read Cat's description I was interested to see if these authors would
boldly go THERE and they did! Quinn's thoughts on the matter were wonderful and exactly what was
needed in handling the issue.
Although this book was funny and well written I had some minor quibbles, Cat's POV had a lot of f words. I
have no problems with f words but it just felt overdone. Her response to his parents I found unrealistic, how
could she not understand their problems with her? The mention of Quinn's seemingly long page of exes was
unnecessary since he wasn't painted as a manwhore really but such a genuinely good guy and the initial parts
of the book were slow as these 2 tried to find time to be together.
Cat's parents were absolutely awesome, but Quinn's parents embodied some of the worst traits of humanity
and I would've liked to see them get their just desserts not only for their attitude to Cat but also to their other
son but all in all I liked this one and am moving on to the next in this series.

Joy says

Quinn Bailey stole my heart and kept it right in his pocket for the entire book! So if you read the Billionaire
Bad Boys series from Max Monroe you'll definitely recognize Quinn Bailey as the playful, flirty QB from
Wes's team the New York Mavericks. If you haven't read don't despair it's not necessary but it sure is fun if
you recognize the mention and appearances of favorite characters in this one.

I was enchanted from the meet cute and the rest is history. Quinn is just a good guy. He's a good brother, a
good son (despite his parents) and an awesome teammate. When he sets his sights on Catharine I'm pretty
sure the smile never left my face.

I love the unassuming girls in books. Cat is cute and confident and totally out of the football loop. She has no
idea who Quinn Bailey even is and that makes their beginning so much cuter. I mean Quinn Bailey could
have any girl he wants and yet he makes unnecessary trips and logs a few frequent flyer miles all in the name
of getting to know her. QUEUE THE SWOON!

This was a really sweet, a little sexy and a little feely book and I'm looking forward to the rest of the series.



These football players are gonna be fun!

Melanie (mells_view) says

4.5 “You’re really something, Quinn Bailey” stars

Once again Max Monroe has aced the recipe for a written romantic comedy. The MC’s meet cute was... well
cute. Their side characters are funny and interesting. Quinn is the perfect hero. The perfect mix of confident,
self-deprecating, and swoony. Cat is sassy, fun, and relatable. Quinn and Cat together are the perfect mix of
fun, sweet, and steamy! Wildcat is told from the dual POV’s of Quinn and Cat. The story isn’t necessarily a
SLOW BURN, but it progresses in a way I haven’t read before, that actually made it feel realistic to dating
and falling in love in the era of technology. Not only that but both MC’s are so busy that the pacing makes
sense. Don’t you worry whenever the two MC’s aren’t actually bantering you to laughter or swoons, they are
great in their own head, or with their friends/family.

I don’t want to say much, because this one was so sweet to read without any knowledge of what was to
come. So what I will say is this is the story of a famous QB, and a working class girl who have that spark
between them. Things get in their way, and this is the story of them figuring out if those sparks are greater
than those “things.” Plus it’s funny and sexy AND sweet. Can’t beat that. Nope.

https://instagram.com/p/BevV283AoVA/
https://instagram.com/p/Bek-Iw7A6Ih/
https://instagram.com/p/BebEHXjADkF/
^^A fan edit on IG!

Jacqueline says

Boring characters and storyline.

I loved Max Monroe's Billionaire Bad Boys series and was really excited for Wildcat because I love sports
romances. Unfortunately, Wildcat fell short of my expectation. I found myself counting down the chapters
until this book was over. The pace was really slow at the beginning with nothing happening in the story until
about 40% in. In my opinion, both Cat and Quinn lacked any personality and I found myself wishing for
more of the secondary characters Sean and Denver. I'm definitely a huge fan of this author and will continue
with this series. This one just didn't work for me.

Elle's Book Blog says

 Release Date:  January 31, 2018
 Genre:  Sports Romance. Humor.
 Actual Rating:  3 stars

Wildcat by Max Monroe is a  good  start to the Mavericks Tackle Love series. While I did enjoy the story for



the most part, I felt like I have read something very similar before (hence the reason why I gave it 3 stars).
For me as a reader, I crave originality in the books I read and this was missing that. It's the story of an all star
quarterback who meets a woman unexpectedly and has to hurdle a few hoops to find their HEA. Sounds
familiar... Now, while this book wasn't original in the plot, I did like how the authors created an interracial
couple. This is something I don't see a lot in the romances I pick up and I appreciated that they deviated from
the norm here. Do I think the authors could have tackled some of the issues associated with interracial dating
a bit more? Yes. In this day in age people can and do date whoever they want no matter their race, religion,
gender, etc. However, we also have people who still DON'T agree with dating outside of their own race,
religion, etc. (like Quinn's parents). So it would have been nice to see this play out a bit more. With all that
aside though (I'm not trying to pick the entire book apart) it is a good read.

Sports romance fans, and those who enjoy Max Monroe are certainly going to want to pick up Wildcat. It
features an amazing hero (he was my favorite thing about the entire story because he was not only funny but
wanted love), and an equally charming heroine. The cover is eye catching as well, so... You know, if you like
pretty covers it wouldn't hurt to read it either. LOL.

No matter what little things that I didn't care for about this book I do still plan to read the second one. Sean
(who is set to be the hero) seems like a HILARIOUS character and it will be nice to read about his journey
through love.

 PS:  Each of these books can be read as  complete  standalones.

Sarah Toussaint says

Look. We are not asking much...

You wrote a book with a black heroine? Cool! Awesome, even! Representation is awesome!

But the part that makes me cringe is when you make race the CONFLICT!

Why!?

If it was white heroine, this would not have even been in the reader's radar.

This book was going to be 3star for me, even a 4star, but then we reached the climax.

The author made the main conflict of the story about the fact that the heroine is black and the hero's parents
are racist...

Like, what?

What the fuck?

I don't want to read these type of romance books?

If I wanted to, I would have picked up a historical romance with a black heroine.



This is contemporary for God's sake. I read a bunch of these with white heroines and race is never even
mentioned, and the moment I pick one up with a POC heroine, her race is suddenly the main fucking plot?
Why did you have to ruin the story?


